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ABSTRACT
Peer review has been recognised as a beneficial approach that pro-
motes higher-order learning and provides students with fast and
detailed feedback on their work. Still, there are some common con-
cerns and criticisms associated with the use of peer review that
limits its adoption. One of the main points of concern is that feed-
back provided by students may be ineffective and of low quality.
Previous works supply three explanations for why students may
fail to provide effective feedback: They lack (1) the ability to provide
high-quality feedback, (2) the agency to monitor their work or (3)
the incentive to invest the required time and effort as they think
the quality of the reviews are not reviewed. To help mitigate these
shortcomings, this paper presents a complementary peer review
approach that integrates training, self-monitoring and AI quality-
control assistance to improve peer feedback quality. In particular,
informed by higher education research, we built a set of training
materials and a self-monitoring checklist for students to consider
while writing their reviews. Also, informed by work from natural
language processing, we developed quality control functions that
automatically assess feedback submitted and prompt students to
improve, if necessary. A between-subjects field experiment with
374 participants was conducted to investigate the approach’s effi-
cacy. Findings suggest that offering training, self-monitoring, and
quality control functionalities to students assigned to the comple-
mentary peer review approach resulted in longer feedback that
was perceived as more helpful than those who utilised the regular
peer review interface. However, this complementary approach does
not seem to affect students judgement (leniency or harshness) or
confidence in grading. Directions are suggested to further evaluate
and refine peer review systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Engaging students in peer review has been demonstrated to have
various benefits for the reviewers, revieweees and instructors. Re-
viewers gain the opportunity to develop the ability to better eval-
uative quality of work (evaluative judgement) [64, 83] and gain
experience in providing constructive feedback [54]; reviewees gain
the opportunity to receive more frequent and timely feedback [48]
from diverse perspectives [16, 70]; and instructors may receive
a reduced marking load, which gives them the opportunity to in-
crease student enrollment [36] or reinvest their timemore optimally
towards enhancing student learning.

Despite these benefits, two fundamental points of critique un-
dermine the reliability of using peer review as an assessment in-
strument. The first point is related to students’ level of knowledge
and their lack of ability to differentiate good work from bad as well
as an instructor can. Utilisation of rubrics [28, 29], exemplars [13],
and comparative judgement where students choose the ‘better’ of
two pieces of works [10, 67] have been shown to be an effective
method for helping students develop evaluative judgement [40, 83].
The second point, which this paper aims to contribute to address-
ing, relates to students failure in providing high-quality feedback,
which leads to substantial negative consequences such as lowering
standards [94], reducing trust in the outcome [11], and making
reviewees less likely to revise their work [81].

There are multiple explanations for why students may fail to
provide effective feedback, which our proposed approach aims to
address. One explanation is that students are not equipped with
the required skill set to provide effective feedback. This is not sur-
prising as many students may never have been asked to provide
formal feedback. Indeed, this explanation is supported by a meta
analysis of 58 studies that demonstrate providing training for re-
viewers is one of the most effective ways of improving the quality
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of peer review [51]. As such, one of the strategies incorporated
by our approach is to provide training on how to deliver effective
feedback. In particular, we use the guidelines recommended by
[12] to develop a set of tips with examples on writing effective
feedback. An alternative explanation is that students may be aware
of best practices for writing effective feedback, but may not have
the agency to monitor their own work to ensure their following of
these best practices. Many studies from the field of self-regulated
learning have demonstrated that students benefit from strategies
that help them monitor their work and regulate their learning [33].
Here, we incorporate a self-monitoring checklist, as one of the
well-studied strategies from the self-regulation literature [55, 97],
to allow students to track whether their provided comment follows
the best practices for writing effective feedback. A third explanation
is that students may lack the required incentive to provide feedback
diligently [79]. A likely reason is that they think their contributions
are not reviewed by instructors. They may therefore put minimal
effort in terms of providing feedback [85]. To address this potential
challenge, informed by the literature on the use of natural language
processing to evaluate the quality of a review [23, 62], we develop
quality control functions that automatically assess the quality of
the submitted feedback and ask students to improve, if necessary.

We hypothesise that the majority of the students would engage
with our approach (H1) and that it enables them to provide higher
quality feedback (H2). Also, we hypothesise that a deeper level
of engagement with the feedback would make the students less
lenient and more confident in their reviews (H3). To test our hy-
potheses, we conducted a between-subjects field experiment with
374 participants using a learnersourcing platform [43] in which
students create learning resources that are evaluated through a
peer review process. In our experiment, the control group used the
regular interface of the platform for evaluating learning resources
in which students first complete a rubric and then provide open-
ended feedback to justify their rubric ratings and final decision.
The experiment group utilised the same interface with the addition
of our complementing approach for providing training material,
self-monitoring checklist, and quality-control functions.

This study contributes to the literature by: (1) Integrating multi-
ple approaches to address various causes for students’ inability to
offer effective feedback, such as a lack of skill, agency, or incentive;
(2) presenting cutting-edge AI-assistance techniques to automati-
cally analyse the quality of submitted feedback and notify students
of areas where there is room for improvement; and (3) conducting
an in-field between-subject study on the impact of interventions on
feedback quality, which has implications on implementation and
adoption of feedback tools.

2 RELATEDWORK
Here, we first present a brief review of the literature on systems
that support peer review and feedback. We then review some of the
existing literature on the use of training, self-monitoring and AI-
assistance in higher education, particularly in providing feedback.

Peer review and feedback. The results of prior research com-
paring the impacts of instructor-led feedback with peer review
feedback have suggested that peer review feedback promotes a
higher level of learning in students compared to instructor-led feed-
back [24, 53, 58]. Several studies have also investigated the impact

of engaging students in peer review activities on their performance
and learning. The results of these studies have shown that engag-
ing students in peer review activities motivates higher levels of
student involvement, enhances evaluative judgment, provides a
natural environment for communication development, and helps
authors better grasp reader demands through the interaction that
the peer review process fosters among students [8, 32, 52]. Suc-
cessful examples of engaging students in peer review activities
range from involving more experienced learners to help novices
with hints and reviews (e.g., [27]) to pairing students to assess
each other’s activities (e.g., [80]) or to flag an activity to be fur-
ther assessed by instructors (e.g., [89]). In order to help students
or instructors during the peer review process, different strategies
have been implemented in a number of learning platforms. For
example, PeerScholar is a web-based platform that provides a vi-
able peer evaluation procedure to help teachers manage writing
and critical thinking assessments, as well as student assignment
results in a large class setting [69]. Another example is Mechan-
ical TA, an automated peer review system, that aims to advance
review quality by involving teaching assistants to evaluate reviews
of novices and spot check that of experienced students [91]; Dear
Beta and Dear Gamma are two web applications that engage stu-
dents in peer review activities by enabling them to create hints on
their own works and that of their peers [27]; Aropä is an online
system that facilitates peer review activity by allowing students to
upload assignments, write reviews on peer submissions and view
the feedback given on their own works [71]; CrowdGrader enables
students to submit, review, and grade homework, as well as re-
ceive feedback on the quality of their assignment and reviews [20];
edX, a MOOC platform, pairs students randomly to review their
submissions in a peer assessment system to facilitate education in
tasks such as writing and design, which are challenging to assess
automatically [80]; Peergrade, a web-based peer assessment tool,
attempts to improve the feedback quality by an intelligent alloca-
tion of reviewers and automatic flagging for instructor moderation
[89]. Peer evaluation is also used alongside the content creation in
the learnersourcing platform used in our study (RiPPLE) to control
the quality of the student-generated resources [28, 29]. Despite the
advantages of peer review, the reliability of systems that rely on
student judgement for assessment is often critiqued as the quality
of work of students has been reported to be quite diverse ranging
from very high to very low [3, 7, 22, 26, 82, 87], which limits their
adoption. Here, we review recent research that attempted various
approaches to help improve peer review, which helped inform the
design of our proposed complementary peer review system.

Training.One approach for assisting students in providing high-
quality feedback is to provide students with training. For example,
Cambre et al. [10] proposed using scaffolding comparison with cu-
rated examples to assist students in providing better peer reviews.
In addition to using a general rubric, Paré and Joordens [69] incorpo-
rated a set of training material including original reading material,
the student’s own answer, and the abstract and critical thinking
guidelines within the PeerScholar platform to assist students during
the peer review process. Kulkarni et al. [47] provided training for
students during the peer review process by offering them feedback
about their bias, standard adaptable feedback texts, and indicating
crucial items. Previous controlled studies of peer review training



have shown that providing students with training enables them
to deliver peer review feedback that is of higher quality than that
submitted by untrained students [15].

Self-monitoring. Self-monitoring techniques allow students to
be directly involved in the assessment of their own work. As [77]
elaborates, self-monitoring/assessment improves students evalua-
tive judgment and enables them to self-regulate their work, which
in turn leads to sustainable learning. Self-monitoring techniques are
recognised as an effective self-regulation strategy [98]. For example,
they have been used successfully in math home work with positive
linear trend in self-regulation [76], online learning environments
to help note taking and improving achievements [37], and Massive
Open Online Courses (MOOCs) to facilitate self-monitoring for self-
directed learning [95]. There are also explicit examples of studies
that have incorporated self-monitoring within the peer review pro-
cess to improve the quality of peer feedback. For example, Kulkarni
et al. [48] proposed using scaffold comments within PeerStudio to
enable students to re-review their peer feedback before its final
submission.

AI-assistance. In recent years, there has been an increasing
trend in the use of natural language processing techniques (NLP)
in different educational setting. In particular, in the field of writing
analytics, a sub-domain of learning analytics that concerns utilis-
ing analytic techniques for developing a better understanding of
writing in educational setting, NLP techniques have been success-
fully used to automatically analyse the students’ writing products
and support it through providing personalised automatic feedback
[77]. In line with this trend, some recent studies have also offered
using AI-assistance approaches and in particular NLP approaches
for enhancing the quality of peer review feedback. For example,
Xiong et al. [93] proposed a combination of NLP techniques and
machine learning to automatically identify a lack of useful features
in peer review feedback. Krause et al. [46] proposed using an NLP
approach that automatically analyses the feedback language and
extracts feedback text features such as specificity and sentiment.
Jia et al. [35] proposed another NLP-based approach that leverages
the BERT and DistilBERT [74] language representation models

to evaluate the quality of peer review comments. The results of
various user studies conducted by these researches have demon-
strated the efficacy of their approaches in improving the quality of
student-generated feedback.

Much effort has also gone into identifying various features of
quality feedback such as length and detailedness, scope, alignment
to the content, specificity or problem localisation, suggesting solu-
tions, and affective language [14, 34, 45, 63, 93, 99]. On the other
hand, most initiatives to help students provide effective peer feed-
back were confined to a specific feature or method. However, as
Henderson et al. [31] implied, achieving effective feedback is chal-
lenging, which requires addressing a variety of conditions. Their
framework emphasised the significance of synergistic interactions
and the various ways to satisfy conditions required for effective
feedback. This framework and previous work findings inspired
our proposed complementary peer review system, integrating the
advantages of three different approaches.

3 METHODOLOGY
The aim of this study is to investigate how the peer review process,
outcome and quality are impacted by the addition of a complemen-
tary approach that provides training material, a self-monitoring
checklist, and quality-control functions compared to the regular
peer review. The following research questions guide our investiga-
tion into the three hypotheses presented in the introduction:

RQ1: To investigate the first hypothesis about students engage-
ment (H1), we consider this research question: To what extent
do students engage with the complementary approach?

RQ2: This research question is being considered in order to test
the second hypothesis concerning the influence on feedback
quality (H2): What is the impact of the complementary ap-
proach on peer feedback quality?

RQ3: The third hypothesis about influences on peer review deci-
sion and confidence rating (H3) is evaluated by the following
research question: What is the impact of the complementary
approach on student judgement?
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In what follows, Section 3.1 introduces RiPPLE, which is the
tool used for conducting the study. Section 3.2 presents the pro-
posed complementary approach for peer review. Finally, Section 3.3
presents the experimental design of the study to address the above-
mentioned research questions.

3.1 The Tool: RiPPLE System
At its core, RiPPLE is an adaptive educational system that dynam-
ically adjusts the level or type of instruction based on individual
student abilities or preferences to provide a customised learning
experience [41]. To provide customised learning for students with
different knowledge states, adaptive educational systems require
large repositories of learning resources, which are commonly cre-
ated by domain experts [4]. Such systems are therefore expensive

to develop and challenging to scale. Instead of relying on domain
experts as developers, RiPPLE uses a learnersourcing approach
to engaging students in the creation and evaluation of a range of
learning resources [39, 44]. Fig. 1 provides an overview of the main
processes in RiPPLE– content creation, peer review, peer review
outcome, and practice processes, which are discussed below.

Create. Both students and instructors can create learning re-
sources in RiPPLE [49]. Fig. 2a illustrates the interface used for
creating multiple answer questions. Users can create different types
of resources, including multiple-choice questions, multi-answer
questions, worked examples as well as open-ended notes.

Peer Review. A resource created by an instructor is directly added
to a repository of approved resources, whereas a resource created by
a student needs to go through a peer review process, also called the

(a) Resource creation interface (b) Moderation rubric-only interface

(c) Moderation outcome and provided feedback (d) Personalised practice interface

Figure 2: Interfaces of the main processes in RiPPLE



moderation process in RiPPLE [17]. Upon availability of a student
to peer review a resource (i.e., the student goes on the moderation
tab on the platform), RiPPLE selects and presents a non-moderated
resource to the student. Resources are generally selected based on
a FIFO (first in first out) queue implementation. However, factors
related to concurrency issues (due to the availability of multiple
moderators at the same time) or conflict of interest (due to strong
ties between the moderator and the author) may impact the se-
lection. Fig. 2b displays the review interface used by moderators
for evaluating a resource. It includes a rubric of four items, which
asks moderators to rate a resource on alignment, correctness, diffi-
culty level, and critical thinking encouragement. Moderators are
then expected to justify their decision and provide feedback to
the author before submitting their evaluation. Finally, moderators
provide a final decision and their confidence in their rating. Upon
availability of an instructor to review a resource (i.e., the instructor
goes on the moderation tab on the platform), RiPPLE employs spot-
checking algorithms [88] to identify and share with the instructor
a resource that can benefit the most from expert judgment. Gener-
ally, resources that have a high disagreement among moderators
or are close to the boundary decision line are good candidates for
being checked by instructors. Reviews from instructors are consid-
ered final, meaning their decisions are considered the ground truth
without considering evaluations from students.

Peer Review Outcome. RiPPLE considers a number of factors to
decide whether or not it is ready to make a decision about the qual-
ity of the resource under moderation, including the number of peer
reviews received, reliability of the reviewers that have submitted a
review, which is computed using a probabilistic method inspired
by the well-known expectation-maximisation [60], and the level
of agreement between the received reviews. If the system is not
ready to make a decision, then the status of the resource remains
unchanged, and it awaits further moderations. When the system is
ready to make a decision, it uses explainable consensus algorithms,
as discussed in [18], to update the status of the resource to approved
or rejected. The same algorithm is used to update the reliability
rating of the author and student moderators of the resource. The
authors of approved resources are encouraged to update their re-
sources based on the feedback provided. Their resource is added
to a repository of approved resources that are used in the adaptive
engine of RiPPLE. The authors of rejected resources can update and
resubmit their resource; however, if resubmitted, the resource will
be considered a new submission and will have to go through the
moderation process again.

Fig. 2c shows an example of how peer review outcome and
feedback are shared with author and reviewers. Instructors can
only view the names of the student moderators [removed in the
figure for privacy protection], decisions which are between 1 (poor)
to 5 (outstanding), current reliability ratings, confidence levels as
determined by the moderators which are between 1 (very low)
to 5 (very high), the weights of contribution towards making the
final decision, ratings on the rubrics of four items (i.e., content
alignment, correctness, difficulty level, and critical thinking) which
are between 1 (poor) to 5 (outstanding), and comments provided
by each moderator. The author and student moderators can see
the decisions, confidence levels, contribution weights, rubric item

ratings and the provided comments; however, they cannot view the
identity or the current reliability ratings of the other moderators.
They can alsomark each feedback as being helpful or not by clicking
on likes and dislikes.

Personalised Practice. Fig. 2d illustrates the interface used for
providing personalised practice opportunities for students. The top
part of the figure represents an interactive visualisation widget, in
form of an open learner model [2, 9], that allows students to view
an abstract representation of their knowledge state based on a set
of topics associated with a course offering. The colour of the bars,
determined by the underlying algorithm modelling the student,
categorises competence into three levels. Namely, for a particu-
lar unit of knowledge, red, yellow and green signify inadequate
competence, adequate competence with room for improvement,
and mastery, respectively. Currently, RiPPLE employs an Elo-based
rating system for approximating the knowledge state of users with
the results translated into coloured bars [1]. The lower part of the
screen displays learning content from the repository of approved re-
sources that are recommended to a student based on their learning
needs using the recommender system outlined in [38].

3.2 The Complementary Approach for Peer
Review

This section describes the design choices and techniques used to
complement the current peer review interface, which is illustrated
in Fig 2b. Three main strategies of providing training using tips,
self-regulation using checklists and automated oversight using NLP
functions are employed by the approach. Fig. 3 demonstrates an
overview of the various interfaces incorporated by the complemen-
tary approach.

Training and Self-regulation. Informed by higher education re-
search on feedback quality [31, 34, 63, 99], a set of trainingmaterials,
shown in Fig. 9 in Appendix A, are developed to help students in
providing constructive and effective feedback. Students are guided
to consider four criteria: (1) Be aligned with rubrics, (2) Be detailed
and specific, (3) Suggest improvements, and (4) Use constructive
language. Explicit positive and negative examples of how the tips
can be utilised in practice are included in the training. Also in-
formed by higher education research on self-regulated strategies
[68, 98], we incorporated a self-monitoring checklist to reinforce
the use of the guidelines provided by the training material and help
students track whether they have incorporated the tips in their
feedback. As shown in Fig. 3a, the checklist is on top of the text
box where students write their comments and the training material
is accessible by clicking on the ? button. This approach aims to
help students develop feedback literacy and to gain the ability and
the agency to regulate their own learning.

Automatic Quality Control. Informed by work from the NLP com-
munity [23, 61, 62, 72, 73], we developed a set of quality control
functions that automatically assess the quality of the submitted
feedback and prompt students to improve the feedback. The first
function automatically detects if a suggestion has been expressed
in the submitted feedback using an approach adopted from the
work by [62]. If no suggestion has been detected, another function
measures the relatedness between the provided textual feedback



(a) Self-monitoring checklist

(b) Automatic quality control prompts

Figure 3: Complementary interface for peer review including: (a) complemented peer review interface, and (b) automatic
quality control prompts.

and the resource context. To score the semantic textual similarity
of the feedback-resource pair, we used SBERT [73] as the encoder
function to calculate the cosine similarity score. The score ranged
in [−1, 1] was used as a measure of relatedness between the two
representations– feedback and resource. SBERT is developed based
on a neural language model called BERT (Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from Transformers) [23], which is pre-trained on a
large language corpus to encode sentences in the way that similar
sentences are close to each other in the embedding space. These
models are pre-trained on large amounts of text and proven to
have state-of-the-art performance in many NLP tasks with no su-
pervision. Finally, we developed a function that utilises the GLEU
(Google’s biLingual Evaluation Understudy) measure [92] to calcu-
late the similarity between the current submitted text and previous
comments of the moderator using n-grams. This function comple-
ments the auto quality control to reduce the chance of gaming
the system by submitting the same general comment (e.g., ‘Good
question, it needs a good understanding of the course content to
be solved.’) several times for different resources that can pass the
first two functions. Fig 3b shows examples of the prompts given
by our automatic quality control function to students. Students are
prompted to edit their comment based on the provided feedback or
to state that they think their feedback is appropriate as is. The aims
of this approach were twofold: Part of the intention was to comple-
ment the training provided by the other approach and explain why
the system believes their provided feedback requires improvement.
The other part of the intention was to reduce poor behaviour (lack
of effort in providing feedback) by introducing a certain level of
risk and oversight that informs students that the quality of their
contributions is being monitored.

3.3 Study Design
3.3.1 Data Collection and Experimental Settings. To answer the
research questions under investigation, we conducted a between-
subject experiment using two consecutive offerings (Semester 1
and Semester 2) of two undergraduate courses in 2021, namely
The Brain and Behavioural Sciences (NEUR) and Introduction to
Information Systems (INFS) at the University of Queensland.1 For
this study, students enrolled in Semester 1 offering of the courses
that used RiPPLE with the non-complemented peer review (NP)
interface as shown in Fig 2b were considered the control group
(in the remainder of this paper, the control group is referred to as
NP). Students enrolled in Semester 2 offering of the courses that
used RiPPLE with the complemented peer review (CP) interface
(as shown in Fig 3 were considered the experiment group (in the
remainder of this paper, the experiment group is referred to as CP).
While randomised controlled trials are gold-standard tests for es-
tablishing causality in many fields, they are often subject to threats
to unethically disadvantage the learning opportunities for students
in the educational setting. In addition, the risk of data contamina-
tion raises in the face-to-face offerings when using the platform in
different experimental settings. This risk increases as control group
students from the same course find that other functionalities were
offered to their peers in the experiment group. To comply with ethi-
cal considerations and decrease the chance of harming the learning
opportunities for students in this study, we have taken into account
the following considerations. First, only data from the students that
had provided their consent in RiPPLE was included in our analysis.
However, all users can use the RiPPLE regardless of their response
to the consent form. Second, students from the previous semester

1Approval from the University Human Research Ethics Committee (#2018000125) was
received for conducting the experiment.



were selected for the control group when the complementary ap-
proach was not offered in the peer review process of RiPPLE. The
two offerings of each of the courses were largely similar. There were
no significant differences regarding the program degree in which
students were enrolled. Furthermore, the courses were largely un-
changed across the two semesters: the same course contents for
lectures, tutorials and practical sessions were taught by the same
instructors and tutors. Both courses used a rubric in which students’
engagement with RiPPLE had a 10% contribution towards students’
final grade. The grade associated with RiPPLE in both courses was
conditional on students’ engagement with the moderation process,
but each course had a slightly different requirement; In NEUR stu-
dents were required to moderate twice as many resources compared
to INFS. Also, we apply propensity score matching (PSM) [5] to
match each student in the experimental group with a student from
the control group so that the two students are similar on a set of
their characteristics (covariates). The baseline covariates selected
for this study are (a) the knowledge state of users approximated
by the Elo-based rating system, (b) the number of resources that a
student has engaged with (i.e., attempted), and (c) created.
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Figure 4: Distribution of propensity score and covariates be-
fore and after matching for: (a) INFS, and (b) NEUR.

Distributions of the selected covariates ( ELO Score, # Resources
Attempted, and # Resources Created ) for students in control and
experiment groups in INFS and NEUR are shown in Fig 4 before and

after matching. They represent the achievement of PSM in reducing
the inequalities between the experimental and control groups.

Table 1: Overview of the experimental groups

Course Group #Students #Resources #Reviews

INFS NP 70 165 342
CP 70 216 304

NEUR NP 117 703 1,290
CP 117 573 1,247

Total 374 1,657 3,183

Table 1 provides an overview of the control (NP) and experi-
ment (CP) groups in terms of the number of students (#Students),
number of resources (#Resources), and number of peer reviews
(#Reviews). The peer reviews in both groups were double-blinded;
that is, neither the reviewers nor the authors (reviewees) knew the
identities of their peers in the review process of each resource. The
independent variable of the experiment was the peer review condi-
tion, Non-complemented peer review (NP) for the control group
and complemented peer review (CP) for the experiment group. De-
pendent variables included length of comments, helpfulness likes,
quality and confidence ratings as further explained in Section 3.3.2.

3.3.2 Metrics and Analysis. Here, we outline the metrics used and
analysis performed to answer each of the research questions. We
used t-test to perform statistical analysis of the reported results
and the Chi-squared test of association for categorical data, where
𝑝 < 0.05 is used as the criterion for assessing statistical significance.
We also reported the corrected effect size using Hedges’ 𝑔𝑠 and
common language effect sizes where appropriate, as recommended
by Lakens [50], and Cramer’s V Coefficient (V) to measure the
relative strength of an association between categorical variables.

RQ1: Engagement. For RQ1, we examined the engagement
level of students with the complementary approaches by measuring
the percentage of: (1) students who accessed the training material,
(2) students who made use of the checklists at least once, (3) com-
ments that were flagged for review, and (4) flagged reviews that
were revised. Results of this investigation are reported in Section 4.1

RQ2: Impact on Feedback. For RQ2, we examined the impacts
of the complementary approach on the provided comments by
measuring the: (1) length (word count) of the comments, (2) the
percentage of the comments that received at least one helpfulness
like from other reviewers of the same resource and (3) the quality
of textual feedback by manually coding 10% (i.e., 163 for NP and 154
from CP) randomly selected comments from each group. Figure 2c
demonstrates the interface used for capturing helpfulness like of
the other peer reviewers. Results of this investigation are reported
in Section 4.2

RQ3: Impacts on Judgement For RQ3, we examined the im-
pacts of the complementary approaches on student judgement by
measuring the average values of student decision and confidence
ratings (shown on Figure 2b). Results of this investigation are also
reported in Section 4.3.



4 RESULTS
This section reports the results of our investigation in answering
the three RQs proposed in Section 3.

4.1 RQ1: Engagement with the Complementary
Approach

Fig 5 shows students’ engagement with the complementary ap-
proach. Fig 5a shows that 49.2% (i.e., 92 out of 187) of students
across the CP group, 64.3% in INFS and 40.2% in NEUR, have ac-
cessed the training material. Fig 5b shows that 35.9% (i.e., 67 out of
187 students) of students across the platform, 47.1% in INFS, and
29.1% in NEUR have used the checklists at least once. These re-
sults indicate that around half of the students might have explicitly
benefited from the training and self-monitoring strategies.
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Figure 5: Percent of students in the CP group who have (a)
seen the tutorials and training for providing feedback and
(b) used the checklist during the peer review process as well
as, probability of (c) comments getting flagged and then (d)
being revised before final submission

Fig 5c shows that 18.2% (i.e., 282 out of 1,551) of comments across
the platform, 18.8% in INFS, and 18.0% in NEUR were flagged when
submitted. However, only 35.5% (i.e., 100 out of 282) were revised
among these flagged comments, 57.9% in INFS and 29.8% in NEUR.
Fig 5d shows that in the 64.5% of cases when the system flagged
a comment, students indicated that they think their feedback is
appropriate and does not require any revision.

4.2 RQ2: Impact on Peer Feedback
Comment Length. Fig 6a presents the changes in the length of

comments from different experiment groups across all collected
data and for each course– INFS and NEUR. As it is indicated, across
all data, students in the CP group have provided significantly longer
comments (M = 29.2, SD = 16.9) than students in the NP group (M
= 15.8, SD = 12.2), 𝑡 (372) = 8.77, 𝑝 < .001, 95% CI [10.34, 16.32],
Hedges’ 𝑔𝑠 = 0.90, 95% CI [0.69, 1.12]). For a randomly selected pair
of individuals from two groups, the common language effect size
(CL) indicates a 74% chance that the comment length of a person
from the experiment group is longer than the comment length of a
person from the control group [for calculations for CL, see Lakens
[50]].
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Figure 6: Students’ effort in providing peer review per each
group: (a) average length of comments in words, and (b) per-
centage of reviews that were perceived as helpful

Helpfulness Likes. Fig 6b shows the rate of users’ reviews in
each group that received at least one helpfulness rating from other
reviewers. This analysis reveals that after the review process, the
experiment group (M =0.36, SD =0.22) received more likes from
peers on the helpfulness of their comments than the control group
(M =0.11, SD =0.13), t(372) =13.14 , p<.001, 95% CI [0.21 , 0.28],
Hedges’ 𝑔𝑠 =1.36, 95% CI [1.13, 1.58]. For a randomly selected pair
of individuals, the CL effect size indicates an 83% chance that the
like per review rate of a person from the experiment group was
higher than the like per review rate of a person from the control
group.

Coding of Comments. The codebook is based on the four crite-
ria introduced in the training materials (as described in Section 3.2
and Fig ??). One of the authors and an independent researcher
coded these randomly selected comments individually to indicate
whether the feedback: (1) was aligned with rubrics, (2) was detailed
and specific, (3) suggested improvements, and (4) used constructive
language, the coders were blind to the conditions. Cohen’s kappa
coefficient of 0.87 shows an excellent agreement between the coders
with the inter-rater agreement of 94.6% across all codes.

Alignment. As shown in Fig 7a, the analysis revealed that 62.6%
of peer reviews in the NP group and 78.6% of the CP group had
been ‘aligned with rubrics’ ( for INFS: NP= 73.5%, CP=76.7% and
NEUR: NP= 58.9%, CP= 79.0%). The Chi-Square Test of indepen-
dence showed that there was a significant relation between the peer
review condition and the alignment, 𝜒2 (1, 𝑁 = 317) = 10.4, 𝑝 =

.001, 𝑉 = .18, the CP group was more likely to align their feedback
with rubrics compared to the NP group.

Specific. Fig 7b indicates that the code ‘detailed and specific’ ac-
counted for 63.4% of the comments in the NP group, compared to
91.6% in the CP group (for INFS: NP= 73.5%, CP=80.0% and NEUR:
NP= 61.2%, CP= 94.4%). There was also a significant relationship be-
tween these variables, the feedback from the CP group was coded as
significantly more detailed and specific, 𝜒2 (1, 𝑁 = 317) = 34.7, 𝑝 <

.05, 𝑉 = .33.
Suggestion. Fig 7c shows that ‘suggested improvements’ consti-

tuted in 26.2% of the coded comments from the NP group compared
to 37.6% for the CP group (for INFS: NP= 35.3%, CP=46.7% and
NEUR: NP= 24.0%, CP= 35.5%). The association between these vari-
ables was significant, 𝜒2 (1, 𝑁 = 317) = 4.6, 𝑝 = .031, 𝑉 = .12. The
CP group was more likely than the NP group to include an explicit
improvement suggestion in their feedback.
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Figure 7: Percent of students’ comments in each group that:
(a) were aligned with rubrics, (b) were detailed and specific,
(c) suggested improvements, and (d) used constructive lan-
guage.

Constructive language. Finally, Fig 7d illustrates that there was
a significant relation between the peer review condition and the
percentage of comments concerning ‘constructive language’ with
74.3% for the NP group compared to 92.9% for the CP group (for
INFS: NP= 73.5%, CP=86.7% and NEUR: NP= 75.2%, CP= 94.4%),
𝜒2 (1, 𝑁 = 317) = 18.7, 𝑝 < .001, 𝑉 = .24.

4.3 RQ3: Impacts on Judgement
Fig 8a compares the decision ratings from different experiment
groups across all of the collected data as well as INFS and NEUR. The
reported results suggest that across all of the collected data, there
was no significant difference in the decision rating (𝑡 (372) = 1.23,
𝑝 = 0.22) for the students in the CP group (𝑀 = 3.77, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.56)
and students in the NP group (𝑀 = 3.71, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.49). The reported
results for INFS and NEUR follow a very similar pattern to that
of the reported results for the entire data in which there was no
significant difference in the decision rating of the students in the
NP group and the students in the CP group.
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Figure 8: Student subjective rating submitted with their peer
review on the quality of their peers’ work: (a) average deci-
sion rating and (b) average self-assessment of confidence,

With regards to confidence in rating, the reported results in
Figure 8b suggest that across the entire data there was no significant
difference (𝑡 (372) = 1.69, 𝑝 = 0.09) between students in the CP
group (𝑀 = 3.91, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.64) and the NP group (𝑀 = 3.80, 𝑆𝐷 =

0.57). For INFS and NEUR, the results were very similar in that
there was no significant difference in the confidence in rating for
the students in the NP group and students in the CP group.

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This paper contributes to the growing literature on the develop-
ment of methods and practices for the effective adoption of peer
review in higher education. Employing insights and best practices
from feedback literacy, self-regulation, and natural language pro-
cessing research, we proposed a novel complementary peer review
approach that incorporates training, self-monitoring, and oversight
techniques for students to consider while writing their reviews. We
evaluated our approach using a between-subject experiment with
374 participants. Key findings are highlighted below.

RQ1. Engagement with the intervention. The findings pre-
sented in Section 4.1 did not support our initial hypothesis (H1) that
the majority of students would utilise the complementary approach.
According to the results, roughly a half of the students who had
access to the training materials and the checklist engaged with
them explicitly. Although some additional students might have
implicitly benefited from seeing the checklists without explicitly
using them, it is safe to expect that a large portion of the students
did not engaged with the complementary approach. While disap-
pointing, lack of engagement does seem to be a challenge with
many educational technologies. In general, one of the most sig-
nificant barriers to deploying new tools in learning environments
is technology acceptance, which is defined as the willingness to
use technology intended to help with tasks [84]. In the technology
acceptance model in education, several factors of digital technol-
ogy adoption such as attitudes towards technology, behavioural
intention, perceived usefulness and ease of use should be examined
[19, 75]. Winne [90] further adds that students will not engage in a
new tool unless they understand its value and have the required
skills to use it, so part of the challenge might that students to not
realise the benefits of engaging with the approach.

Furthermore, the data showed that the system flagged less than
20% of comments. This result is promising as it suggests that we
anticipated around 80% of the reviews to have included some sug-
gestions or specific detail related to the resource under review in
their feedback. However, the majority of students opted to submit
the flagged comments without revision. An interesting observation
is that students from INFS were more likely to revise their flagged
comments. Various reasons might have contributed to this differ-
ence, such as instructions provided by educators or the different
assessment requirements where INFS students had to do half the
amount of reviews of the NEUR students. Further exploration, as
discussed in section 5.1, is required so that we can consider the more
diverse features of the textual feedback in the automatic quality
control functions. Our results reiterate the findings of [42] sug-
gesting that while considering learning theories and pedagogical
approaches is important for developing educational technologies,
other factors that contribute to acceptance and useability are also



critical. Tsai [86] also underlined that the success of e-learning is
mainly dependent on student acceptance of the system and desire
to utilise it.

RQ2. Impact on feedback quality. The results of the con-
ducted between-subject experiment in Section 4.2 validated the
second hypothesis (H2) that the proposed the complementary ap-
proach would enable students to provide higher quality feedback.
Findings showed that students in the experiment group (CP) wrote
comments almost twice as long as comments being provided by
the students in the control group (NP) who did not have access to
the complementary approach. While having longer comments does
not formally provide any guarantees of higher quality, the work of
Zong et al. [99] reports a strong association between the feedback
quality and the length of the provided comments. Additionally,
Zhu and Carless [96] argue that providing lengthy comments, re-
gardless of the quality, benefits the reviewer. This benefit may be
partly attributed to the fact that they have put more effort into
completing a review, which again can contribute to learning and
self-regulation [6]. These findings are further corroborated by Cav-
alcanti et al. [14], Osakwe et al. [65], who indicated that features
related to length, such as the number of words per sentence and the
overall number of function words, best represent feedback about the
process, which is also considered the most effective feedback level
[30]. It is argued that offering students a larger scenario will help
them develop the self-regulation skills needed to come up with their
own solutions to problems. Kovanović et al. [45] also discovered
that the number of words in student online discussion transcripts
was the best predictor of quality in terms of cognitive presence,
which was consistent with previous research on automated essay
assessments [66]. In addition, the results of the conducted study
(see Fig 6b) revealed that the comments provided by students in the
experiment group (CP) were three times more likely to be perceived
as helpful than the ones provided by the control group (NP). Further-
more, while Cramer’s V reveals only small effect sizes for feedback
qualities like alignment, suggestion, and constructive language, it
reveals a stronger relationship between the peer review condition
and providing detailed and specific feedback. Being specific and
detailed in feedback is considered a dominant feature to increase
feedback implementation [63] and asserted to be perceived more
valuable than generic praises or criticisms [31]. These consistently
observed enhancements in the various quantitative (e.g., length)
and qualitative (e.g., specificity) features of the comments from the
CP group reviews suggest the complementary approach’s success
in assisting students to provide better and more helpful feedback.

RQ3. Impact on judgement. Our third hypothesis (H3) was
that if students were more engaged with the feedback, they would
be less lenient and more confident in their reviews. Part of our
assumption was that more detailed comments might make students
more critical, resulting in a drop in their decision ratings. Similarly,
we hypothesised that providing more detailed comments would
increase students’ trust in their judgement, resulting in higher
confidence ratings. Our research, on the other hand, contradicts this
hypothesis. These results supported the commonly reported issue
of the leniency bias (the inclination to offer mostly positive ratings)
in self and peer assessment [25, 56, 57, 59]. de Moira et al. [21] also
found that reviewers’ leniency is relatively stable over time. An
interesting and perhaps related observation here is that ratings from

the experiment group (CP) had a larger standard deviation than
those in the NP group, suggesting that students in the experiment
group were more likely to provide more extreme (high or low)
ratings.

5.1 Limitation and Future Work
We see three main limitations to the current study. One, the study
explored the impact of providing students with self-monitoring and
automatic quality control processes simultaneously as a unified
model. This approach makes it infeasible to determine the impact
of each of these treatments in isolation on students feedback and
judgment ability. Accordingly, one interesting direction that could
be followed in the future would be to extend the conducted con-
trolled study to five experimental conditions: rubric-only, training,
self-monitoring, oversight, and the approach from this study that
has all combined into one. Second, other than relatedness and ex-
plicit suggestions, the automatic quality control functions do not
consider other aspects of quality feedback. Accordingly, future re-
search could address this limitation by training and fine-tuning
NLP models with manually coded comments to measure additional
features of reviewers feedback, such as alignment and constructive
language usage. Third, the conducted study did not take into ac-
count the demographic and personal information of students as
they were out of the context of the conducted study. However, as
it was elaborated by [78], differences in students’ features such as
their language proficiency (Native speaker vs English as the second
language speaker) could impact the way that students interpret
and apply the provided feedback. Accordingly, an interesting future
direction would be to conducting controlled experiments that takes
demographic and personal information of students into account
when interpreting the results.

Furthermore, some points restrict the generalisability of the
presented findings. First, while much care has been taken to en-
sure that the control and experiment groups are comparable, there
may be external factors that the authors are unaware of that may
have contributed to differences in the results between the groups.
A future direction can be to replicate the study as a randomised
experiment in a lab setting without ethical concerns regarding dis-
advantaging students’ learning in a particular group. Second, the
experiment considered data only from two courses in specific do-
mains. Future work aims to replicate the study with participants
from over ten courses in other subject domains and pedagogical
contexts that have adopted RiPPLE. Finally, while the experiment
in this paper applied the proposed complementary approach in
peer review of the student-generated content in a learnersourcing
system, it is a context- and domain-independent approach. We hy-
pothesise that the complementary approach can be used in other
systems/platforms that support peer review. Future works can inves-
tigate this potential in other fields and other technology-enhanced
learning platforms.
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Figure 9: Tips for providing feedback
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